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QUESTION 1

Which of the following datatypes is NOT a valid XFDL datatype for a data input field. 

A. dollar 

B. day_of_week 

C. date 

D. void 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the code sample below: Bob Smith Which of the following statements about this code fragment is TRUE? 

A. These xforms:setvalue actions will fire in the order listed when the button is pressed. 

B. The order in which these xforms:setvalue actions will fire when the button is pressed can not be guaranteed. 

C. The above syntax is incorrect, as every action needs a specifically declared event. 

D. The action is missing a "ref" attribute, and will therefore throw an error. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the XForms Instance: 
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Which of the following is an absolute XPath query that will return all the book elements written in English? 

A. bookstore/book[lang="en"] 

B. bookstore/book[@lang="en"] 

C. instance(\\'INSTANCE\\')/bookstore/book[lang="en"] 

D. instance(\\'INSTANCE\\')/bookstore/book[@lang="en"] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are valid type property values for an XFDL submit button? 

A. save, submit 

B. draft, submit 

C. done, replaceall 

D. done, submit 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

Which of the following scenarios PREVENTS IBM Forms Designer from opening a form? 

A. The form contains a signature signed with a revoked certificate. 

B. The form file is read-only. 

C. The form\\'s modifiable setting is set to "off". 

D. The form has been previously exported as a locked form. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

John has built a form that has alternating portrait and landscape pages and has specified the options. Which of the
following statements best represents what will happen when he prints the form? 

A. Each page is printed in order and its specified orientation. 

B. Each page is printed in order, but the orientation is not as specified. 

C. The form will not print. 

D. Two print jobs are automatically generated; one to print all the portrait pages and a second to print all the landscape
pages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

All of the following are valid operations with in the Designer Preferences panel EXCEPT which one? 

A. Set the URL for the Webform Server used to render forms. 

B. Add compute templates for XFDL and XForms that will appear in the compute wizard. 

C. Define the location where user-defined FormParts will be stored. 

D. Specifyyour own third-party source editor. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Jane is attempting to debug a problem with her form. The requirement states that the
instance(\\'formData\\')/info/data/firstName element must be mandatory. Which of the following XForms statements
defines this field as mandatory? 
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A. The global.global.ufv_settings[submitwithformaterrors] property is set to \\'permit\\'. 

B.  

C. string on  

D.  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What is wrong in this code sample? 

A. There is nothing wrong with it. 

B. There is no xforms:instance declaration within the second xforms:model. 

C. There is more than one xforms:model declared; you cannot have more than one. 

D. The address elements should never be separate from the person elements. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10
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Complete the following statement. The artifact created in the IBM Forms Designer is: 

A. A dynamic PDF document. 

B. An XML document that conforms to the XFDL schema. 

C. An XML document withembedded Javascript if HTML extensions were used. 

D. An XML document or an HTML document depending on the rendering mode that was defined. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement below best describes XFDL? 

A. XFDL is a subset of SGML. 

B. XFDL is a document-centric markup language. 

C. XFDL creates HTML Forms. 

D. XFDL is a subset of HTML. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

The form has a field with an XFDL format constraint. The field references a data element with an XForms constraint
bind. Which of the following statements is TRUE? 

A. The data is considered valid if it passes the constraint set in the bind, regardless of the format constraint. 

B. The data is considered valid if it passes the format constraint, regardless of theconstraint set in the bind. 

C. The data is considered valid if it passes both the format constraint and the constraint set in the bind. 

D. The data will always be invalid if constraints are set both in the bind and with a format. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

The document accessibility wizard is a feature of Webform Server to help non-sighted or limited-sighted people
complete a form. All of the following are characteristics of this mode EXCEPT which ONE? 

A. Each input item is displayed on its own page. 

B. The form is divided into groupings of items which are displayed on their own page. 

C. Users can set high zoom levels withouthaving to scroll to view the whole page. 
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D. Users can page from item to item, following the tab order in the form. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following is the best practice to set a IBM Forms data element as read only? 

A.  

B. on 

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Michael is using XForms. Which of the following does he need to define to togglethe visibility of a field based on the
value of another field in an XForms bind? 

A. required 

B. relevant 

C. mandatory 

D. visible 

Correct Answer: B 
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